"AN ACT CONCERNING THE BUDGET FOR THE BIENNium ENDING JUNE 30, 2013."

After the last section, add the following and renumber sections and internal references accordingly:

"Sec. 501. Subsection (a) of section 16a-15 of the general statutes is repealed and the following is substituted in lieu thereof (Effective July 1, 2011):

(a) Each person shall publicly display and maintain on each pump or other dispensing device from which any gasoline or other product intended as a fuel for aircraft, motor boats or motor vehicles is sold by such person, such signs as the Commissioner of Consumer Protection, by regulation adopted pursuant to chapter 54, may require to inform the public of the octane rating, rate or amount of all federal and state taxes imposed on the sale of such gasoline or other product and price of such gasoline or other product. Each person selling such gasoline or other product on both a full-serve and self-serve basis and displaying the price of such gasoline or other product at a location on the
premises other than at a pump or other dispensing device shall include in such display both the full-serve and self-serve prices of such gasoline or other product, in such manner as the commissioner, by regulation, may require. All signs as to price shall be the per-gallon price and shall not be the price of less or more than one gallon."